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ABSTRACT The paper proposes a novel approach based on a current space vector derived from measured

stator currents to diagnose speed and current sensor failures in the field-oriented control of induction motor

drives. A comparison algorithm between the reference and measured rotor speed is used to detect the speed

sensor faults. A counter is added to eliminate the influence of the encoder noise in the diagnosis method.

In this approach, estimated quantities are not used in the proposed speed sensor fault diagnosis strategy,

which increases the independence between the diagnosis stages in the fault-tolerant control (FTC) method.

Moreover, in order to discriminate between the speed sensor faults and the current sensor faults, a new

approach combining the current space vector and a delay function is proposed to reliably determine the

current sensor failures. TheMATLAB-Simulink software was used to verify the idea of the proposedmethod.

Practical experiments with an induction motor drive controlled by DSP TMS320F28335 were performed to

demonstrate the feasibility of this method in practice. The simulation and experimental results prove the

effectiveness of the proposed diagnosis method for induction motor drives.

INDEX TERMS Fault-tolerant control, diagnosis, induction motor, FOC, sensorless control.

NOMENCLATURE

9S
S Stator flux vector in [α, β] coordinate system

9S
R Rotor flux vector in [α, β] coordinate system

i
S
S Stator current vector in [α, β] coordinate

system

i
S
R Rotor current vector in [α, β] coordinate

system

u
S
S Stator voltage vector in [α, β] coordinate

system

uSα, uSβ Stator voltage components in [α, β] system

uSx , uSy Stator voltage components in [x, y] system

ua, ub, uc Stator voltage components in [a, b, c] system

iSx Flux current component

iSy Torque current component

im Magnetizing current

RS ,RR Stator and rotor resistance

LS ,LR Stator and rotor inductance

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Wenbing Zhao .

Lm Magnetizing inductance

TR Rotor time constant

TS Stator time constant

ωm Mechanical angular speed

ωen Measured rotor speed from the encoder

p Pole pair number

γ Rotor flux angle

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, induction motor drive (IMD) systems over-

came the challenges of complex nonlinear control structures

to become the most common machine type for applications

in industry and electric cars, HVAC, home appliances, etc.

Generally, a typical IMD system consists of four essential

parts: an induction motor (IM), a power converter, measure-

ment sensors, and a controller [1]. To control the induc-

tion motor operating at a specific speed, the controller uses

feedback measurement signals from sensors and compares

them to desired values to generate a control command for a

power converter supplying an IM. This process performance

relates to the control algorithm ability and the quality of
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hardware devices in which the sensor system keeps a signif-

icant position. Recently, sensor fault diagnosis is an exciting

and necessary topic in controlling IMDs. In industrial safety

crucial applications such as electric vehicles, ventilation sys-

tems, conveyor systems, etc., it is essential to integrate a

fault-tolerant control (FTC) function into the control process

against the sensor faults [2], [3]. The FTC techniques consist

of two main groups: passive FTC (PFTC) and active FTC

(AFTC) [4]. In PFTC, the control system of IMDs can only

deal with simple sensor failures and work offline. However,

AFTC is more effective because it can deal with more dif-

ficult sensor failures and work online. AFTC includes three

main steps: fault diagnosis, isolation, and reconfiguration [4].

In the measurement system of IMDs, there are three primary

sensor types commonly used to provide feedback signals, i.e.,

speed encoders, current sensors, and dc-link voltage sensors.

However, the voltage sensors are less important than the

speed or current sensors inmodern control schemes where the

control loop reference voltage can replace the voltage signal.

Therefore, this research aims to propose an improving AFTC

method against the speed sensor and current sensor faults.

Most speed sensor diagnosis methods are based on super-

vising the difference between a measured rotor speed signal

and an estimated speed value for detecting speed sensor

faults. If the deviation exceeds a specific threshold, it can be

determined the failure state of the speed sensor. In [5], a com-

parison algorithm between the measured rotor speed and an

estimated speed signal of the extended Kalman filter (EKF)

was applied to detect the speed sensor failure. Moreover,

the authors have proposed two techniques called hybrid-FTC

and generalized internal mode-control for the reconfiguration

phases. Simulation results confirmed the effectiveness of this

method in the sensor fault diagnosis. Another approach uses

an adaptive stator flux observer to estimate the rotor speed,

as presented in [6]. The diagnosis algorithm has based on the

error between the estimated speed value and the speed sensor

signal to decide whether a faulty state occurred or not. That

error has also be refined by a low-pass filter before compared

to a predefined threshold. In [7], a maximum-likelihood-

voting diagnosis algorithm is applied to detect speed sensor

failures. In this algorithm, probability coefficients of a feed-

back speed signal and two estimated speed signals from the

EKF and Luenberger Observer are used to diagnose when the

speed fault occurrence and optimize the IM performance in

the entire speed-range. Simulation and experimental results

have demonstrated the effectiveness of this method. In [8],

a proposed algorithm uses the stator currents to diagnose the

speed sensor failures [8]. The advantage of this method is the

ability to separate the diagnosis and reconfiguration stages.

In this case, estimated currents are used for the fault detec-

tion, and speed sensorless control (model reference adaptive

system - MRAS) is used in the reconfiguration phase.

Furthermore, the field-oriented control (FOC) scheme was

first proposed by Hasse (1969) and Blaschke (1972). It has

been considered as a typical modern control technology of

IMDs. In this method, the role of the stator currents is

essential for the control of IMD systems. The advantage of the

FOCmethod is precise control of both the flux and the torque

of IMs [9]–[11]. The main idea of the FOC is to separate the

stator current vector into two components, the x-component

corresponding to the rotor flux axis and the y-component

perpendicular to the x-axis. The x-component of the stator

current vector varies the rotor flux, and the y-component of

the stator current vector is used to control the torque. Thus, the

stator currents feedback signals play an essential role in the

control loops-based FOC, and the sudden lack of the feedback

current signals can cause the IMD controllers to fail and it

can finally lead to IMD damage. As a result, FTC against

the current sensor fault is essential for IMDs using the FOC

technique.

Typically, three-phase induction motors use three current

sensors to measure the stator phase currents. According to

Kirchhoff’s current law, if one current sensor fault occurs,

the diagnosis algorithm can detect that error by comparing

the three current values and their corresponding estimated

current values [12], [13]. It means that the current status of

one specific phase, e.g., phase-A current, can be supervised

by two measured currents of remaining phases, i.e., phase

B and C currents. The fault detection algorithm is based on

comparing three measured current space vectors (CSV) and

one estimated current space vector to determine the faulty

phase exactly. The three measured signals based CSVs, each

of which consists of two measured current values and one

remaining value estimated from Kirchhoff’s current law, are

compared to the estimated CSV to generate the compari-

son indexes. Hence, the faulty current sensor in a specific

phase can be identified by the smallest comparison index

corresponding to a specific measured CSV. However, the idea

of using Kirchhoff’s current law mentioned above is unable

to apply for IMDs installed with two current sensors only.

Thus another approach using the peak values of measured

and estimated currents at one electrical cycle [14] has been

proposed to produce two comparison indexes, each of which

is correspondent to one specific current phase. Both indexes

are zero at normal operation, but if there is one current sensor

broken, the corresponding index will significantly increase.

As a result, the specific phase of a faulty sensor can be

precisely detected by supervising the comparison indexes.

As another methodology, the axes transformation method

[15] has been proposed to determine a fault in phase current

sensors. In this idea, firstly, the measured current signals of

two phases are transformed into two different [α, β] coor-

dinate systems corresponding to each phase stator current.

Then, the reference stator currents in [x, y] rotating coordinate

system and rotor flux angle have been used to calculate two

estimated stator current units corresponding to those such two

phases in [α, β] coordinate. Finally, each pair of the mea-

sured and estimated signals has connected to one observer

corresponding to a specific phase stator current; thus, we have

two separate observers in the detection algorithm. When

occurring a failure in any phase current sensor, the significant

errors are obtained at both α and β axes of the observer
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representing that faulty phase, but in the remaining observer,

it only arises at β axes. As a result, the position of the faulty

current sensor can be determined precisely. Another strategy

in [16] has applied an improving diagnosis method based on

specific features of the FOC to determine the position of a

faulty current sensor where the root means square (RMS)

values of two-phase currents are calculated and subtracted

from each other to generate a checking index. If this index

is greater than a specific threshold, that means there is a

current sensor fault occurrence. The authors use an ‘‘isolation

gain parameter’’ created from the current components along

the y-axis, combining with the measured A-phase current,

to locate a faulty current sensor. This method is simple and

independent of the machine model.

In fact, most common FTC methods include two main

steps: the fault diagnosis and the reconfiguration steps. This

research proposes a novel fault diagnosis methodology based

on the feedback signals from sensors and current space vec-

tors to detect the faulty conditions for both the speed sensor

and the current sensors. If a sensor failure state is detected,

a sensorless control scheme is applied to reconfigure the

controllers diagram of an IMD. Thus, the proposed FTC is

developed to deal with both speed and current sensor failures.

However, the proposed FTC can deal with a single faulty

sensor only, either speed or current sensor failures, not both

speed and current sensor damaged at the same time. The

probability of two sensor types (speed and current) dam-

aged simultaneously is very low in practice. Therefore, the

proposed approach can stably work if the speed sensor is

damaged, but two current sensors are still healthy. Similarly,

evenwhen two current sensors are broken, it alsoworks stably

if the speed sensor is good. Moreover, the proposed diagnosis

method can exactly discriminate between the speed sensor

fault and the current sensor fault as well as the position of

faulty sensor phases.

The proposed diagnosis methodology ideas have been

derived from experimental experiences and the features of the

FOC scheme of IMDs; thus, it effectively operates in practice.

The main contributions of this research are the following:

- The paper proposes a new approach to detect the speed

sensor fault by comparing the reference rotor speed and

the feedback sensor speed. That faulty sensor status is

confirmed only if the failure duration exceeds a preset

threshold in a time counter. The execution time of speed

sensor fault detection is 3 ms and it can be applied

for various speed sensor faults including infinite, zero,

or any other incorrect values.

- The paper proposes a new approach called the delay

algorithm to detect phase-current sensor faults. It is

based on the comparison between a present instanta-

neous value of the sinusoidal current signal and a stored

value of the same signal from the previous sampling

cycle. This approach is simple, reliable, and effective;

thus, it is convenient for practical applications.

- The paper presents an effective FTC approach that

deals with the failures of the speed and current sensors.

It works well with the damaged speed sensor and two

healthy current sensors or even two broken current sen-

sors (all current sensors of the drive) and the healthy

speed sensor.

- According to [17], the sensorless control schemes based

IMDs often have some operational difficulties in low-

speed operation because of the machine parameters sen-

sitivity, inverter nonlinearities as well as increasing the

processing time of the control algorithm. However, the

proposed FTC approach effectively deals with abnormal

operations of the IMD in a low-speed zone.

Simulations in Matlab Simulink, as well as practical

experiments, have been implemented to demonstrate the

effectiveness of the proposed technique. The simulation and

experimental results have proved the proposed method ability

in various test cases, especially in low-speed ranges.

The paper structure consists of five sections. This part

introduces the considered problem, the second part contains

a mathematical description of the IMD and the proposed

algorithm. The two following sections present the simula-

tion and experimental results, respectively to demonstrate the

effectiveness of the method. The last section summarizes the

contributions and future expectations of this research.

II. CURRENT AND SPEED SENSOR FAULT-DIAGNOSIS

ALGORITHM

A. MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF INDUCTION MOTOR AND

SENSOR FAULT TYPES

As applying modern control methods, IMDs can precisely

control both the flux and torque simultaneously. Generally,

the control methods are based on the dynamic model of

induction motors, which is described in the [α, β] coordinate

system as follows:

u
S
S = RS i

S
S +

d9S
S

dt
(1)

0 = RRi
S
R + d9S

R

dt
− jpωm9

S
R (2)

9S
S = LS i

S
S + Lmi

S
R (3)

9S
R = Lmi

S
S + LRi

S
R (4)

The stator current, the rotor speed, and the stator voltage

used in the above equations are the sensors feedback signals,

and the control process of the IMDs do not properly operate

if the measured signals are not correct. The incorrect levels of

the measurement system can be classified into the following

types: bias, drift, scaling, and total failure [4], as mentioned

in Table-1 below, where the bias, drift and scaling belong to

a soft-sensor fault group; meanwhile, the complete failure of

sensors is seen as a hardware-sensor fault [18]. The faulty

sensor signals should be isolated and immediately replaced

by estimated values to ensure the IMDs in stable operation.

As shown in Table 1, y(t) represents an actual value of

measured signals (or actual measured signals), x(t) is a true

value of measured objects, K is an arbitrary constant value.

The open-circuit fault is the typical case of the total failure
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TABLE 1. Expressions of sensor fault types.

type, in which the K -coefficient is zero. This case is the most

serious fault and needs to be detected as soon as possible.

On the other hand, the random pulse noise can occur during

the transmission of the feedback signals. This signal failure

is less critical and randomly exists within a short time only.

Thus, we can apply noise filtering algorithms to solve this

problem instead of isolating the measured signals.

B. SENSOR FAULT DIAGNOSIS ALGORITHM

Recently, most drive systems apply the FOC based scheme to

separate the stator current space vector into two components,

one controlling the rotor flux and the other maintaining the

required torque, simultaneously. As a solution to deal with

the possibility of losing the feedback sensor signals, an FTC

algorithm is integrated into the FOC based control scheme of

the IMDs against sensor failures. In this section, an improving

diagnosis method is proposed to detect steady-state sensor

failures.

Fig. 1 describes the block diagram of the FOC based

control structure combined with an FTC function. The FTC

block receives the reference voltages uSα , uSβ ; current sensor

signals ia, ic; and the rotor speed from an encoder ωen to

implement the FTC algorithms. The current signals ia, ic in

the [a,b,c] coordinate system can be transformed into the

[α, β] coordinate system by the modified Clarke formulas as

in (5).

[

iSα
iSβ

]

=





1 0
−1√
3

−2√
3





[

ia
ic

]

(5)

The proposed FTC function includes three stages, i.e., fault

diagnosis, isolation, and reconfiguration, for both current and

speed sensor faults. The proposed FTC principle is described

as the block diagram presented in Fig. 2. The FTC outputs

include two groups: status indicators and feedback values for

the FOC loops. If the drive system is in normal condition, the

outputs are the measured rotor speed and the [α, β] compo-

nents of the measured stator currents. When any sensor fault

occurs in either the current sensor or speed sensor, the FTC

function immediately detects the faults. Then, corresponding

to the reconfiguration step, estimated signals are used as the

FTC outputs instead of such faulty sensor signals to ensure

the IMD is still working in stable operation. At the same

time, the corresponding sensor flag is also issued to inform

the exact error type.

Based on the IM model, the estimated stator currents can

be determined by applying the modified Luenberger observer

[19] (or we can also use some other suitable methods) as

FIGURE 1. FOC based control structure with integrated FTC function for
IMDs.

FIGURE 2. Block diagram of FTC unit.

below:
{ ˙̂x = A(ωen)x̂ + Bu+ Lξ

ŷ = Cx̂
(6)

where

x̂ = [iSα_est iSβ_est ψRα_est ψRβ_est ]
T

ŷ = [iSα_est iSβ_est ]
T

u = [u∗
Sα u

∗
Sβ ]

T

ξ = [−iSα_est − iSβ_est ]
T

L =
[

L1 L2 L3 L4
−L2 L1 − L4 L3

]

The estimated stator current components (iSα_est, iSβ_est) in

the [α, β] coordinate can be obtained from (6) as follows:
diSα_est

dt
= −

(

L2mRR + L2RRS
)

σLSL
2
R

iSα_est + LmRR

σLSL
2
R

ψRα_est

+ Lmpωen

σLSLR
ψRβ_est+

u∗
Sα

σLS
−L1iSα_est+L2iSβ_est

(7)
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diSβ_est

dt
= −

(

L2mRR + L2RRS
)

σLSL
2
R

iSβ_est − Lmpωen

σLSLR
ψRα_est

+ LmRR

σLSL
2
R

ψRβ_est+
u∗
Sβ

σLS
−L2iSα_est−L1iSβ_est

(8)
dψRα_est

dt
= LmRR

LR
iSα_est − RR

LR
ψRα_est

− pωenψRβ_est − L3iSα_est + L4iSβ_est (9)

dψRβ_est

dt
= LmRR

LR
iSβ_est + pωenψRα_est

− RR

LR
ψRβ_est − L4iSα_est + L3iSβ_est (10)

where

σ = (1 − L2m

LSLR
);TR = LR

RR
;TS = LS

RS

L1 = (k − 1)(
1

σTS
+ 1

σTR
)

L2 = −(k − 1)pωen

L3 = (k2 − 1)

[

(
1

σTS
+ 1

σTR
)
σLSLm

LR
− Lm

TR

]

L4 = −(k − 1)
σLSLm

LR
pωen;

k > 1;

If a current sensor fault occurs, the estimated currents will

be used to replace the measured currents. In this case, the

estimated stator current components in the [α, β] coordinates

are the FTC outputs.

Similarly, if a speed sensor fault occurs, the reconfigu-

ration is implemented and the measured rotor speed signal

is replaced by a value of a speed estimator. The methods

based on machine models such as RF-MRAS, EMF-MRAS,

and CB-MRAS [20]–[26] are preferred because of their

simplicity and good performance. Other structures of speed-

sensorless controllers based on variable-structure control the-

ory, e.g., Sliding Mode Observer (SMO) was also proposed

in [27]–[31] thanks to their significant advantages, such as

less influence by the change of machine parameters, external

disturbance rejection, and fast dynamic response [27], [28].

In this paper, the estimated speed method based on SMO is

used in the structure of the FTC [28] where the estimated

stator currents and the rotor flux can be obtained according

to the following equations:

d î
S

S

dt
= −RS + (Lm/LR)

2RR

σLS
î
S

S + Lm

σLSLR
(
1

TR
− jωest )ψ

S
R

+ 1

σLS
u
S
S + G1sat(i

S
S_m − î

S

S ) (11)

dψ̂
S

R

dt
= Lm

TR
î
S

S−(
1

TR
−jωest )ψ̂

S

R+G2sat(i
S
S_m− î

S

S ) (12)

ωest = KPz+ KI

∫

z · dt (13)

sat(x) =











1, if x > 1

x/1, if |x| < 1

−1, if x < 1

(14)

where

z =
(

iSα_m − iSα_est
)

ψRβ_est −
(

iSβ_m − iSβ_est
)

ψRα_est

G1 = −(g11 + jg12);G2 = −(g21 + jg22)

g11 = −λ(k − 1)(RSLR + RRLS )

g12 = (k − 1)ωest

g21 = (k − 1)(RRLS − kRSLR)/Lm

g22 = −(k − 1)ωest/(λLm)

λ = 1/(LSLR − L2m)

k > 1;1 : positive constant

This research focuses on modifying the sensor fault diag-

nosis methods and applying existing sensorless methods pub-

lished in other referenced papers for the reconfiguration step.

Thus, the paper contributions are the proposed approaches

to effectively diagnose sensor faults in the Fault Detection

Function. The improved diagnosis algorithm reliably detects

any faults of the speed sensor and current sensor in IMDs.

However, the proposed FTC operation in sensorless mode can

deal with a single type of sensor fault only, i.e., either a speed

sensor or current sensor fault, not both the speed and current

sensors damaged simultaneously. Fig. 3 below shows the

flowchart of the fault diagnosis algorithm. It also describes

the full functions of the FTC as detecting the fault, isolating

wrong signals, and replacing the inaccurate measured values

with suitable estimated values.Many fault detection functions

combined in the diagnosis algorithm are presented in the

flowchart, each of which is used to detect a specific type

of the sensor faults. The speed sensor diagnosis is firstly

executed by comparing the reference rotor speed and the

sensor feedback signal and then confirmed by a counter as

a time checking. The speed sensor diagnosis implementation

can be described as the following steps:

If (
∣

∣ωref − ωen
∣

∣ > Threshold_1)

{SpF_Counter = SpF_Counter + 1; }
Else

{SpF_Counter = 0; }
If (SpF_Counter ≥ Sp_Coe)

{Fsp_Flag = 1; } (15)

Threshold_1 depends on the range of the rotor speeds [6],

as defined by

Threshold_1 =
{

0.045 ∗
∣

∣ωref
∣

∣ ; if rotor-speed > 200 rpm

0.1 ∗
∣

∣ωref
∣

∣ ; if rotor-speed ≤ 200 rpm

Sp_Coe is a setting value for the speed sensor fault detection

In this research, practical experiments have been per-

formed using a TMS320F28335-based control system, where

an Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) processing cycle is
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FIGURE 3. Flowchart of proposed FTC algorithm.

set to 100 µs (as a sampling cycle). The duration to ensure

reliable faults is assigned as Sp_Coe = 30 (a threshold of the

speed counter), which is the multiple of 100 µs. As observed

from the various practical experiments, most random pulse

noises occur in a very short time, less than 20 ADC-cycles,

thus selecting Sp_Coe of 30 sampling cycles is sufficient to

ignore unexpected pulse noises and make the execution time

for the speed sensor fault detection very fast, about 3 ms.

The stator current sensor diagnosis is executed at the next

step by comparing the amplitudes of the measured and esti-

mated current space vectors defined by

i
S
S_m =

√

i2Sα_m + i2Sβ_m; îSS =
√

i2Sα_est + i2Sβ_est (16)

The implementation can be described by the following

steps:

If (

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣
i
S
S_m

∣

∣

∣
−

∣

∣

∣
î
S

S

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣

∣
≥ Threshold_2)

{CurF_Counter = CurF_Counter + 1; }
Else{Cur_Counter = 0; }
If ((Fsp_Flag = 0)&&(Cur_Counter ≥ Cur_Coe))

{Fcur_Flag = 1; } (17)

where Cur_Coe is a set time of a current counter, which is

used to avoid random pulse noises and discriminate between

the speed sensor and current sensor faults.

Threshold_2 is a limit deviation between the measured

and estimated current space vectors in normal conditions.

According to the various practical experiments, we propose

an appropriate deviation of 10% of the rated current for

Threshold_2.

In fact, the estimated current space vector is derived from

the speed sensor signal according to (7), (8), (9), and (10).

FIGURE 4. A phase current signal and its delayed-signal.

If the speed sensor fails the estimated currents are inaccurate

and it can lead to misunderstanding between the speed sensor

and current sensor fault detection. To solve this problem,

the set time of the current counter Cur_Coe must be longer

than that of the speed counter Sp_Coe. In this research,

we have chosen a value of 35 sampling cycles (3.5 ms) for

Cur_Coe. As a result, it prevents the confusion between the

speed sensor and current sensor faults for any speed sensor

failures. In other words, the FTC needs a specific delay time

to precisely recognize the existence and type of the sensor

faults.

Moreover, in a severe case where the current sensor signals

are totally lost, it is necessary to immediately detect the fault

and switch to the sensorlessmode. To solve this circumstance,

we propose a new approach called a delay algorithm to

detect the lost signals of the current sensors. The main idea

of the proposed delay method comes from many practical

experiments where the sinusoidal phase current signal and

its delayed signal, which are both measured by the current

sensors, are compared together. Suppose at t = 0; an instan-

taneous current value measured by the current sensor is read

and the data is stored in a variable called Cur_t0. Then, at t

= 100 µs (one next cycle of the ADC interrupt), another

instantaneous current value is read and stored in a variable

Cur_t1. Therefore, at this time, Cur_t1 is the present value

of the sinusoidal phase current, and Cur_t0 is the value of its

delayed signal. In normal conditions, at any time, the value of

Cur_t1 is always different from the value ofCur_t0, as shown

in Fig. 4.

If a total current sensor fault occurs, the measured signal

is completely lost. As a result, all current sensor signals

become zero and all stored present and delayed signals are

also zero (Cur_t0= Cur_t1= Cur_t2=....= Cur_tn= 0); or

in some cases they keep a constant value asmentioned in [18].

It means that a total fault of the current sensors lead to similar

values between the present and delayed current signals. It is

evaluated using (18).

Index_Ij = G ∗
∣

∣ij − idelay_j
∣

∣

where:

‘‘j’’: the phase of stator current.

‘‘G’’: the gain coefficient. (18)
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The deviation of the present signals and its delayed signals

is very small. Therefore, we need to amplify this deviation

so the fault detection program is more comfortable and more

stable. This coefficient is not too important and it can be

calculated from the sine-function (i(t) = Im.sin(ω.1t);1t =
100 µs), but using the experimental tests is simpler. Indeed,

we have implemented through the trial-and-error way from

various experiments to find it. A value greater than 8 usually

adopt a general requirement for the fault detection algorithm,

so we decided to choose G = 10 for more convenience. The

loss of the current sensors is detected by the following steps:

If (Index_Ij = 0)

{CurF_Counterj = CurF_Counterj + 1; }
If (CurF_Counterj ≥ Curj_Coe)

{Fcurj_Flag = 1; }
If (Fcurj_Flag = 1)

{Fcur_Flag = 1; } (19)

where

Curj_Coe is a setting for the phase current fault detection

Curj_Coe is set to a value of 20 sampling cycles (2ms only)

to quickly detect the total current fault. Moreover, in a typical

structure of IMDs, two current sensors are mostly used, thus

the delay algorithm is implemented for two-phase currents.

Finally, the proposed general FTC diagnosis algorithm

consists of the various diagnosis elements, each of them is

used to detect a specific type of the sensor faults. Table 2

shows the indication codes and corresponding outputs of the

proposed diagnosis algorithm, which uses comparators of

simple signals only to detect the speed and current sensor

faults. Therefore the presented algorithm is simpler and faster

than other existing diagnosis methods, which use compli-

cated observers in various coordinate systems. For example,

to detect the total loss of the current sensors, most existing

methods [14], [16] have implemented comparison functions

based on the RMS value of the sine wave signals. Such

methodology needs the calculation time at least a half-cycle

of the sine-wave currents or more, which is at least 10 ms

for the stator frequency of 50 Hz. In the case of the proposed

fault detection method, the calculation time takes 2 ms only

for the same operating conditions. For low-speed operation,

the calculation time of mentioned RMS-based methods cor-

respondingly increases. Thus, the existing fault detection

methods could increase IM damage probability due to the

longer time in the problem-solving. On the other hand, we can

optimize the costs of the computational hardware system due

to the low calculation burden of the proposed algorithm.

III. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, many simulations have been implemented

to demonstrate the proposed FTC approach with various

insufficient cases in IMD measurement systems. Normally,

the speed sensorless control schemes often have operational

difficulties in a low-speed range (10% of the rated speed) due

TABLE 2. Judgment principle of FTC function.

TABLE 3. Motor parameters.

to the sensitivity of machine parameters and nonlinearity of

inverters. Thus, the simulations have been implemented in the

low-speed region, where the operating motor speed is set to

10% of the rated value under three sensor fault types:

• Speed sensor fault.

• Scaling-defect of current sensors.

• Total-failure of current sensors.

The structure of the IMDmeasurement system consists of two

current sensors and a speed sensor, as shown in Fig. 1. The

machine parameters are listed in Table 3.

The operation condition of the IMD is specified by a speed

ramping up from zero to 10% of the rating value (150 rpm)

at the time from zero to 0.1 s and then keeping as a constant,

as shown in Fig. 5. The following parts introduce the perfor-

mance of the proposed FTC unit under these three sensor fault

types.

In the first simulation, the induction motor operates in

normal speed characteristics, as shown in Fig. 5, but sudden

damage of the speed sensor happens at 2.0 s. Thus, the

measured sensor signal is lost, and the controller feedback

signal receives zero value. At that moment, the speed sensor

diagnosis algorithm determines the difference between the

reference rotor speed and the sensor feedback signal, and it

quickly detects this problem after 30 sample pulse cycles.

The speed sensor diagnosis algorithm execution can be seen

in (15) of the previous section. Then, the estimated rotor
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FIGURE 5. Reference, real, and measured rotor speed.

speed is used to replace the lost measured signal. As a result,

the IMD keeps stable operation under the speed sensor fault

stage, as shown in Fig. 6. Moreover, the FTC is described

as part (c) of Fig. 6, where only the speed sensor-flag is

changed, and other indicators corresponding to the different

sensor types remain.

In the next simulation, suppose that a scaling current sensor

defect in phase A occurs at the time of 2.0 s, and the measured

values of normal and suffered sensors are significantly differ-

ent, as shown in Fig. 7 part (a). At that moment, the current

sensor diagnosis algorithm based on (17) quickly detects the

current sensor failure after 35 sample pulse cycles. The FTC

unit then replaces all the measured signals with the estimated

currents for the FOC controllers, as shown in Fig. 7 (b). The

IMD operating speed is presented in Fig. 7 part (c), where

the motor speed is just fluctuated slightly in a short time and

then quickly stabilized again. Fig. 7 part (d) demonstrates

the high performance of the proposed diagnosis algorithm in

accurately detecting the fault type. Only the current sensor

fault flag is activated to indicate an error in one of the current

sensors but not the total broken failure.

Similarly, the last simulation describes the total current

sensor failure that occurrs at 2.0 s in phase C. Hence, the

measured current signal in phase C is lost as shown in

Fig. 8 part (a), and the comparison between the phase C

current and its delayed signal becomes zero value because

both values reach zero. This diagnosis algorithm execution

is presented in (18) and (19) of the previous section. In this

case, the critical sensor fault is quickly solved by the FTC

unit within 20 sample pulse cycles only. In particular, the

estimated currents of both two phases A and C are used as

the FTC current outputs to replace the lost measured signal

in phase C and the normally measured signal in phase A.

It makes the response of the FTC for this problem faster

and simpler. Fig. 8 part (c) presents the IMD operation in

this situation where the speed characteristics are maintained

stably even in the fault-tolerant modes due to promptly and

precisely reacting to the FTC. As a result, we nearly do not

see any oscillations of the IMD during the operation.

Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 8 part (d), the diagnosis

algorithm exactly detects the faulty current sensor failure

type and position by issued two flags, i.e., the total broken

FIGURE 6. Simulation results - Speed sensor fault – FTC.

failure in phase C and the general failure of the current

sensors. It implies that if and only if the general failure of

the current sensors and one of the total broken failure flags

are simultaneously activated, the FTC sets the total broken

failure mode.

Finally, according to the three simulation-based experi-

ments above, the proposed FTC unit has proved the high

performance in effectively dealing with various insufficient

cases of the measuring system of the IMD. It can especially

workwell in a low-speed zone, which causes the complication

in the electromagnetic transferring process of IMDs.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The practical experiments have been set up and imple-

mented in real devices at our Intelligent Motor Control Lab

to evaluate the proposed FTC method ability in practice.
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FIGURE 7. Simulation results – Scaling current sensor fault – FTC.

The experimental structure (hardware) includes an induc-

tion motor, a controllable load, an inverter controlled by the

TMS320F28335-DSP, and a three-phase power supply. The

control algorithms (software) are developed by the C++

FIGURE 8. Simulation results – Total current sensor fault – FTC.

programming language in Code Composer Studio (CCS) pro-

gramming environment. Fig. 9 shows the whole laboratory

system.

The experiments have also been implemented in the same

scenarios as the simulationsmentioned in the previous section
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FIGURE 9. Laboratory stand.

to investigate the correlation between the simulation and

experimental results. Thus, the experiments have considered

the three sensor fault types: speed sensor fault, scaling defect

of the current sensors, and total failure of the current sensors

at the low-speed regionwhere the operatingmotor speed is set

to 150 rpm, i.e., 10% of the rated speed value. The operation

condition of the IMD is specified by a speed ramping up from

zero to 150 rpm at the time from zero to 0.1 s and then keeping

as a constant.

In the first experiment, as shown in Fig. 10 part (a), from

zero to 2.0 s, the induction motor operates in normal con-

ditions. However, at the time of 2.0 s, sudden damage of

the speed sensor occurs. Thus, the measured speed sensor

signal is lost, and the controller feedback signal receives zero

value. At that moment, the speed sensor diagnosis algorithm

determines the difference between the reference rotor speed

and the sensor feedback signal, and it quickly determines this

problem after 30 sample pulse cycles. Due to the processing

cycle of the DSP set to 100 µs, the diagnosis algorithm

execution time is correspondingly about 3 ms. The estimated

rotor speed is then used to replace the lost measured signal,

and the IMD operates under the FTC mode afterward. As we

can see in Fig. 10, part (a), the actual speed characteristics still

keep stable operation. However, it seems not to be as good as

the regular operation with an appropriate speed sensor signal.

Similar to the simulation result, the speed sensor-flag is

activated only, and other error indicators corresponding to

the different sensor types remain as described in part (c) of

Fig. 10.

Fig. 11 describes the FTC operation against the current

sensor failure where a scaling defect is considered in the

measured value of phase A at t = 2 s while phase C is appro-

priate. At that moment, the current sensor diagnosis algorithm

quickly detects the problem of the current sensor failure

after 35 sample pulse cycles. This delay time is set later

than that of the speed sensor diagnosis algorithm to prevent

confusion between these two cases. Due to the processing

cycle of TMS320F28335 set to 100 µs, the current sensor

failure flag is correspondingly issued about 3.5 ms. The FTC

unit replaces the measured signals, both phases A and C, with

the estimated currents to the FOC controllers, as shown in

FIGURE 10. Experimental results - Speed sensor fault - FTC.

Fig. 11 (b). It makes the response of the FTC for this problem

faster and simpler. The motor speed characteristics under the

FTC mode are presented in Fig. 11, part (c). After t = 2 s, the

motor speed remains stable, similar to the normal mode with

appropriate current sensors. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 11

part (d), only the general current sensor fault flag is activated

to indicate a defect in one of the current sensors but not the

total broken failure or the speed sensor fault.

The last experiment considers the total current sensor fail-

ure that occurrs at 2.0 s in phase C. The measured current

signal in phase C is lost as shown in Fig. 12 part (a), and

the comparison between the phase C current and its delayed

signal becomes zero value because both values reach zero.

Because this is a critical problem, the diagnosis algorithm

quickly determines the exact failure type and set the FTC
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FIGURE 11. Experimental results – Scaling current sensor fault – FTC.

mode within 20 sample pulse cycles, i.e., 2.0 ms. Like the

previous experiment, as shown in Fig. 12 part (b), the esti-

mated currents of both phases A and C are used as the current

outputs of the FTC to replace the lost measured signals in

phase C and the healthy measured signal in phase A. Fig. 12

FIGURE 12. Experimental results – Total current sensor fault – FTC.

part (c) presents the experimental results of the rotor speed

characteristic during the transition from the normal to the

fault-tolerant mode. Similar to the same simulation scenario,

the diagnosis algorithm precisely detects the faulty current

sensor failure type and position by issued two flags, the total
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broken failure in phase C and the general failure of the current

sensors.

Therefore, according to the experiments in the real

IMD system, we can see the proposed FTC high perfor-

mance against various insufficient measuring system cases in

practice.

In fact, the proposed FTC has been developed to deal

with both speed and current sensor failures. However, the

proposed approach is designed for a single type of the sensor

fault occurring at a time, not both the speed and current

sensor damaged simultaneously. The reason is coming from

practice, the probability of both the speed sensor and the

current sensor failures at the same time is too low. Moreover,

most induction motor drives are manufactured with the full

sensors, and if a sensor fault occurs, a FTC temporarily

switches to a sensorless mode. In general, the FOC per-

formance with sensors is always better than any sensorless

method, which is convenient because of reducing the cost,

hardware complexity etc. as well as a backup method when a

sensor is damaged. Especially, the speed sensorless control

schemes often have operational difficulties in a low-speed

range (10% of the rated speed and less) due to the sensitivity

of machine parameters, the nonlinearity of inverters etc. The

IMDs should not generally operate with the faulty sensor

for a long time and the broken sensor should be repaired or

replaced soon to recover normal operation. As demonstrated

by both the simulations and experiments, the proposed FTC

approach can stably work if the speed sensor is damaged, but

two current sensors are still healthy. Similarly, even when all

of the two current sensors are broken, it also works stably if

the speed sensor is good. But, in a special case when both

the speed sensor and any current sensor are simultaneously

faulty, the proposed FTC approach cannot operate stably.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presents a novel diagnosis method for the speed

and current sensor fault-tolerant control of induction motor

drives. The proposed method has proven its effectiveness in

dealing with multi-type sensor failures. The speed sensor

fault diagnosis algorithm can reliably detect the inaccuracy

of the speed sensor signals without interference by random

pulse noises. The loss of the current sensor signals, which

is the most severe current sensor fault, is quickly detected

by the delay-algorithm. Other types of current sensor failures

is reliably identified without misunderstanding with a speed

sensor fault. The proposed diagnosis algorithm is simpler

than other existing detection methods, and thus, the compu-

tational hardware system executes faster as well as cheaper

due to the lower calculation burden for the same operating

conditions. The simulation and experimental results have

demonstrated the efficiency of the proposed method. Further

research can be implemented to improve the diagnosis of the

sensor faults in transient states.
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